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The Minimal models of two-dimensional conformal field theory

are considered on the surfaces with nontrivial topology. Due to

degeneration of the vacuum module in these models, the stress

tensor components satisfy special equations of motion- - the

vacuum Ward identities. It is shown that these identities can be

written in the form of partial differential equations on the

Moduli space» satisfied by th« partition function of the theory

dome examples are written down explicitly in the case of torus

and 9 * 2 surface, represented as a double-fold covering of a

sphere. For th» simplest minimal theory A{2/5) equations are

closed on hyperelliptic surface of any genus and the situation -.г

«overned by the other minimal model ЛЦЗ/10).
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1. Introduction. In 1984 a paper by Belavin et.al. [1]

elucidated the role of the infinite dimensional conformal

symmetry in two-dimensional conformal field theory and initiated

a recent progress in this field. In particular, in this paper a

remarkable series of exactly solvable 2D conformal field

theories, the so called "minimal models", was discovered. The

spectrum of anomalous dimensions was found explicitly and the

correlation functions shown to satisfy linear differential

equations. These models correspond to the following values of the

central charge in the conformal algebra

Cip-ч)
2

where p and q are coprime positive integers greater then 1. The

space of states consists of a finite number (p-l)(q-l)/2 of

irreducible representations of the conformal (Virasoro) algebra;

corresponding fielder *, , 0<n<p-l, 0<m<g-l, and their

(ft,m>

conformal descendants form a closed operator algebra, while

dimensions of primary fields $, . are

(n,m)
2 2

ipm-gn) -{p-g)

Д = {2)

ntn 4pq

It is convenient to organize the primary fields $, in the

»n,m)

rectangular table with (p-l)x(q-l) sites. This table has a

central symmetry n •• p-n, m •• <j-m due to the corresponding

symmetry of the spectrum (2); on* is left with (p-l)(q-l)/2

independent primary fields. All the representations corresponding

to the highest weight vectors i. are degenerate at the level

(n,m)



nm (and in fact at infinitely many higher levels). The basic

dynamic principle of the minimal models is the complete

factorization of the degenerate representations, i.e., all the

secondary invariant fields are set to zero. It is this principle

that is responsible for the close of the operator algebra and the

differential equations. The solution of these models was

completed in [2], where the representation for all correlation

functions ct minimal models war- constructed in terms of contour

integrals and structure constants of the operator algebra were

calculated. Since that a considerable amount of other solvable

conformal field theories became known (see e.g. [3-7]). Many of

these theories are shown to describe the critical behaviour of

known 2D statistical systems [1,8-10].

The constructions of the above papers were performed for the

field theory on the infinite Euclidean plane, which is equivalent

under the conformal invariance to Riemann sphere. However, in

last years it became clear that the conformal field theory is

well defined on the surfaces of higher genera [11-13]. In this

case the main object to study is the partition function of the

theory. This quantity depends on the metrics of the surface. The

essential dependence is on the moduli of the corresponding

complex structure; the rest dependence on the Weil

transformations is given by the universal anomaly.

Many results on the partition functions relevant to string

theory were obtained [14,15]. These, however, deal essentially

with the free field theories, where partition functions are

expressible as a functional determinants of the д operator. As

for conformal theories of nongaussian type, general results are

known in the case of torus (g = 1), where the partition function

can be constructed in terms of the characters of irreducible

representations of the conformal algebra (or higher symmetry

algebra) [16]. In particular, the general classification of the
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modular invariant toroid 1 partition functions relevant to

unitary minimal models was achieved [17]. The partition functions

of minimal models on the surfaces of higher genera remain to be

found.

In this paper we consider the last problem. Generally these

partition functions can be constructed as a modular invariant

sesquilinear forms in special functions (blocks or generalized

characters) holomorphically dependent on moduli [11]. Here we

concentrate on the first stage of the problem and treat only this

holomorphic dependence. To this purpose we use a kind of

equations of motion, which hold for the stress tensor in minimal

models and can be called the vacuum Ward identities (VWI). These

are consequences of the factorization of the first nontrivial

null-vector in the vacuum module. This approach to minimal models

on the surfaces with nontrivial topology was proposed by Drir.feld

(see also [13]).

In sect.2 the vacuum Ward identities are considered in

minimal models on the sphere. In this rase the vacuum Ward

identities are sufficient to completely fix tho spectrum of

primary field dimensions in the minimal Model and establish the

corresponding differential equations for the correlation

functions. This is illustrated for the simplest nontrivial

minimal model Л(2/5). It corresponds to the central charge

с = -22/5 (3)

The table of dimensions has the following form:

0 -1/5 -1/5 0
(4)

There are only two primary fields: identity operator I and the

field <p of dimension -1/S. Note the negative sign of the central

charge and one of dimensions. This implies that this theory is

nonunitary. Nevertheless it is physically meaningful and

describes the Lee-Yang singularity in the two-dimensional i'sing



model [10].

In sect.3 we treat the case of genus 1. The holomorphic

dependence of the partition function in this case is carried by

the characters of irreducible representations, relevant to the

minimal «odeIs. The set of these characters form a finite

dimensional representation of the modular group and hence they

all satisfy modular invariant differential equation of finite

order. He show that this differential equation can be obtained as

a consequence of the VWI.

Hext we turn to the case of higher genera. To write down the

VWI in an explicit form as the differential equations in moduli

of the Riemann surface one needs a convenient parametrization of

the moduli space. Every surface with g = 2 is hyperelliptic and

may be represented as a double-fold covering of the Riemann

sphere with six branching points. Hence the. g * 2 moduli space is

parametrized by the positions of these points up to protective

transformations and discrete automorphisms. A representation of a

surface as a ramified covering of the sphere proved tv/ be very

useful when investigating a conformal field theory on the surface

[7,18,19]. In this representation powerful methods of conformal

field theory on the sphere are applied. The ramification point»

behave like conformal fields of special type and the partition

function is interpreted as a correlation function of these

fields.

In sect.4. the conformal theory on the double-fold covering

is considered, and its symmetries are analyzed. The branching

points can be interpreted as a Raraond states of the symmetry

algebra. We write down the degeneration condition in the Ramond

sector. As one could expect, in the case of minimal theories the

ground state in the Ramond sector (Ramond vacuum) is degenerate.

This leads to differential constraints on the correlation

functions of these fie.lds. Clearly this degeneration reflects th*



degeneration of the vacuum module in minimal models and the

constraints art particular form of VWIs. It is shown that

generally the constraints lead to closed differential equations

only in the case g = 2 (not mentioning the g a l case). He

consider few examples and write down corresponding differential

equations.

On» special case is worth meetioning. This is the theory

A(2/5) on the hyperelliptic surface. For this case the VWIs lead

to closed differential equations for the hyperelliptic surface of

any $». Not a very surprise that among the minimal models there is

one (namely ЛЦЗ/Ю)) which is just suitable to describe the model

A(2/5) on the double-fold covering. In sect.5 this interesting

situation is considered.

2) Vacuum Ward identities, in the conformally invariant field

theory the following operator product expansion holds for the

stress tensor components 7 = T £1]:

T{z)T(z> » • + • reg. (5)
2(z-z' Г

where с is the central charge of the theory. Eq.(5) means that

the Virasoro algebra

[L
m
,l,

n
J

act in the space of states of the theory. Operators L should be

n

interpreted as generators of conformal transformations in the

space of state!

differentiation:

space of states. In particular t> corresponds to spatial

I * д/дг. (7)
1 2

where z = x *ix is the complex coordinate of the two-dimensional

space, and L
q
 generates dilations. The space of states decomposes

in the highest weigiit representations of the Virasoro algebra;



highest weight vectors (primary fields) are determined, by L Ф = 0

n

(n > 0} and L.* = ДФ, where A is wei-jht (or dimension) of the

local state Ф.

Consider the stress tensor component T(z) and the composite

operators that can be constructed of these components. For

example, the operator T (z) is defined as the first omitted term

in the operator product expansion (5):

с 2T(z' ) <*T(z' )

T(z)T(2) = 7 + Г + +T
z
(z' ) + 0(z-z' ) (8)

2(z-z') (z-z') (z-z' )
This operator has conformal dimension (4,0). Other composite

fields of this type can be obtained on higher levels and on

merging more then two T(z)'s. It is clear that the space of

composite fields constructed in this way coincides with the

vacuum module. i.e., the Verma module, generated by the vacuum

state I as a highest weight (dimension 0) and operators L v/ith

2 " 2

negative n other then L , e.g., T = L I, W » 1 I, T = L I,

— 1 — Z — 3 — Z

etc. The last restriction is due to the factoring out the

null-vector L I. Through (7) this is connected with the

translation invariance of the vacuum state.

In general the vacuum module is an irreducible

representation of the Virasoro algebra. In special cases a

null-vectors emerge in this module - some composite field turns

to be primary. This happens just when the central charge takes

one of the values (1), i.e., in the case of the minimal theories.

The vacuum module becomes degenerate at the level (p-l)(q-l).

E.g., in the theory .41(2/5), with central charge (3), the

null-vector is at the level 4 and has the form

(L^
2
-3/5L_

4
)|0> (9)

or, д T- / T when written in terms of composite fields. In

minimal model corresponding submodule should be set zero and we

have for .Ж(2/5) the following equation

d
2
T-

1 0
/

3
T

2
 = 0 (10}



Similar equations for other minimal models include more

complicated composite fields E.g., in the model ЛЦЗ/4) (the

Jsing model, с = 1/2) the vacuum module is degenerate at the

level 6 and

13 4 ,„,2 3
— д T - 132tf(T<?T) + 22Ь{д7) + 64T = 0 (Ц i
2

In the model А(2П) (с = -68/7} where the vacuum module is also

degenerate at the level 6 one has

т? 4 11 63 2 3

- $ i _ -
1
— t?f'f'.?T) + —(<?T) + 49T = 0 {22;

We call the operator equations of this type the vacuum Ware

identities. They can be considered as the equations oi motion for

the theories Ji(p/q). All the essence of these theories id

contained in these equations. How со they work? Consider e.g

theory Л(2/Ь). In this case it is sufficient to consider the

following Ward identities for the correlation functions:

т
 ^

r
 c

"•••
( V
" '

V V
" ^bui

2
Sopststing T £roir. the last Wai б identity one finds:



Therefore the equation of motion (10) gives the following

relation for the correlation function:

r N

I [^i
 +
 ~^7^^

3t
i)]

<
^

(x
l

)
-..^(x

K
)> = 0 (16)

i=l i i ••

The leading singularity as z -» x. in the r.h.s. of eq.(16) is

Д.(Д.+1/5)

~*—*—~—. It fixes the spectrum (4) of primary field dimensions

in ЛЦ2/5). Less singular terms in (16) lead to known differential

equations [1] for the correlation function <Ф (x )...ф (х )>.

XI NN

3.Vacuum identities for g = 1. In this, section we consider

the consequences of the VWIs in the case of torus. The complex

structure of the torus is characterized by the modular parameter

r. Torus may be represented as a parallelogram generated by

vectors 1 and r in the complex * plane with pairwise identified

sides, Denote

. (17)

The partition functions of minimal models can be constructed of

the characters of the Virasoro algebra irreducible

representations, which are blocks in the case of toroidal

geometry [16]. Character corresponding to the primary field

5 is defined as
(m,n)



*« J
q)
 *

 Jc/24 tr q
 °

ro>n
 u ]

m,n

where the trace is over the space of irreducible representation
t$. ,3 - These characters are combined to form a modular
(m,n)

invariant partition function [17]. Explicit form of all the

characters relevant to minimal modeJs is known [20]:
(mo-nq)

pq+k(mp-nq) к pq+<mp+n<j)+mn -,
"

4
 J

 l J
7)(q) L «."

where

, , 1/24 *° ,, k, ,„„,

7)(<3) - Ч П U-<J ) (20)

k=l

is the Dedekind function.

An important feature of the set of (p-l)(q-l)/2 characters,

corresponding to mode). ЛЧр/q), is that it forms a

finite-dimensional representation of the modular group. This

means that they all are linearly independent solutions oi a

modular-invariant linear differential equation of order

(p-l)<q-l)/2. We shall show that this differential equation is a

consequence of the VWI on the torus.

As an example, take the simplest case of the theory ЛЦ2/5)

on the torus. In view of the translational invariance of the

torus, the correlation function <T(f)> = <T> is £-independent. On

the other hand, this expectation value determines the

т-derivative of the partition function Z of the theory:

(21)

Similarly, the two-point function <T(?)T(?* )> is related to

т-derivative of <T>:

Z# <T(? }T(?' )>4f /2»ri « /*r(Z<T>) (22)

A
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The correlati n function <T(?)T(-f )> roust be vnnmetric elliptic

function of the difference of arguments ?'-£' , with the only

singularity at * = ?' , where the singular terms :re determined by

the structure of operator expansion (5). We can therefore write

in general form

\ x i (23)
N

where U is independent on ?-?' and th« function в [F ) is given by

ела -L
 (

.
)
».^<»

+
i/2)

+
2nin?

 ( 2 4 )

X
 neZ

The singular elliptic functions in the first and second terms of

(23) are chosen so as to ensure the correct singularity structure

at £ = £'; in addition, the integral of these functions from 0 to

1 (over the A cycle) vanishes. By comparing (23) witi? (21) and

(22), we can express U in terms of the derivatives of partition

function Z:

0 = (2ni)2z"1(dA>r>2z (25)

On letting the argument £ tend to £' in the correlation function

(23) and subtracting the singular terms, we can obtain the vacuum

expectation value

calculation gives

2
expectation value for the operator T (*) determined in (8). Easy

Л Г
7
 I 1 1 f 1 I 1 f

(26)

where &', в"'and & are respectively the first, third, and fifth

?-derivatives of the function (24) at ? a 0. In the theory Л1(2/5)
2 3 2

T (?)-7Г^ Т(£) vanishes. This gives a second order differential

equation for the partition function Z. In order to write this
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equation explicitly in modular invariant form, we intrduce the

function

2*iP(T> = 24Г)~
1&П
/дт (27)

where т?(т) is the DedeJcind function (20). Under the basic modular

transformations, T: т -» т+l and R: т -» -1/r, we have

Р(т+ i) - P{r)

, 12T (28)
Р(-1/т) = r

Z
P(r)

 +
 —

A modular form of weight к is the function G which is regular at

q = о and has the following transformation properties under

modular transformations [21]:

G^fT+l} = G
k
(r);

 G

k

(
"

1 / T ) = т к <
У

Т >
'
 ( 2 9 )

It follows from properties (28) that the differential operator

\ ^ (30)

acts from the space of modular forms of weight к into the space

of modular forms of weight k+2. Notice that the space of 'modular

forms can be generated as a ring of polynomials in the

algebraically independent forms Q and R of weights 4 and 6

respectively [21]:

Q - -P
2
- 123 P

(31)

These functions, like Р(т), are defined in the way that their

q-expansione start with 1^ Note the useful relations

1
 - 1-24 E -

353
- ,
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,„,2

R = —

Q =

63

= 1+240

~l 1-q

3 к
L.

к '
(32)

16/T'

,< VII)

в
.2

1
" - 9 - 70

rej-

6'

3,
ос 5 к

= 1-504 £ К
~

3
-

к=1 1-qк "

In this notation, after substituting for с from (3), «q. (26)

takes the modular invariant form

This equation has two linearly independent solutions, with the
11/60 -1/60

behaviour Z ~ g and 2 " g as q •> 0, in accordance with

the dimensions Д = 0 and L - -1/5 in the model Л{2/Ъ). As

expected, the solution of this equation i« a combination of the

characters x and x,
 o
 oi the Л(21Ъ) theory.

Differential equations of higher order arise in othe.T

minimal models. For instance, in the models Л1(3/4) and ЛЦ2/7) the

vacuum Verma module contains the second null-vector at the sixth

level and equations of motion (11) and (12) hold. To write down

thecorresponding equations for the partition functions we have to

bring into consideration the correlation functions

<T(O?(?' )T(?"}>. Calculations similar to the above lead to the

equations:

(48Г (48Г
(34)

(35)

It is «asily shown that the corresponding characteristic

equations hav* solutions corresponding to the spectra of

dimensions of thes« minimal theories: (0, 1/2, 1/16) and (0,

-2/7, -3/7J respectively.

tip to now X do not know bow to find the general form of these
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equations, suitable for all minimal models. After the work was

finished I became to know about the paper by Eguchi and Ooguri

[22], where th* similar equations for the characters were derived

by essentially the same method.

4. Minimal models on double-fold covering. We start with the

general consideration of the conformal field theory of the

double-fold ramified covering of the Riemann sphere and restrict

ourselves to right (holomorphic) symmetries only. These are

generated by two right stress tensor components T and T , each

attached to corresponding sheet of the Riemann surface. They are

independent and separately satisfy the operator product expansion

'5) with the same central charge c. The symmetry generated is

thus the direct product of two Virasoro algebras and therefore

the space of states is the direct product of two independent

spaces. This happens everywhere but the ramification points. T

and T exchange on circuiting the point, i.e. we consider them as

two branches of a double-valued function. It is convenient

sometimes to use the following combinations:

e .
 V
T ^ <

3 6
>

Here T is single-valued and plays a role of ordinary stress

tensor on the sphere. It satisfies (5) with с = 2c. 0 is primary

field with respect to T and has the following operator product

expansion:

с 2T(z' ) *T{z' >

<=>(z)©(z) = : + r + + reg. (37)

2(z-z')* U-z'r U-z')
It 'changes sign around the ramification point, which we therefore

call a Ramond point with respect to symmetry algebra. To clarify

this algebra consider the power expansion of say T around the

Ramond point, located at 2 = 0:

neZ/2
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Standard calculations lead to the following commutation relations

for operators К
n

[K ,K ] = —г
1
 К + ~?-{iP

3
-m)6 , m,nsZ/2 (39)

m n 2 Ш4П 24 m+n '

This is -of course isomorphic to the Virasoro algebra with central

charge c. One can bring it to the standard form (6) using

generators

Kn
 = 4

V 8 ~n,0
 (40

>
Clearly, this isomorphism reflects the usual conformal symmetry

in the local uniformizing coordinate system. Generators (40) are

just the expansion coefficients of the stress tensor in the

coordinate t = z* a::d the second term in (40) reflects the

inhomogeneous transformation low of the stress tenser.

The primary Ramond staf.e ••-, us the state anrii'mlated by all

operator" Y. , r.
s
~JJ..f2, wizh pneitive- n. It is also eiaenstste of К

:: 0

К :•, = 0 /or n > Г

{ 41)

The single valued stress tenacr T generates the even subalgebra

of the Virasoro algebra (39):

T * £ 2K z"a~2 r £ L^5r'"2 {42)
-Z n s2 "

Under the conformal transformations of the sphere a. has the

dimension A. = 26,. Now L .. (not К ,,„) is interpreted ae the

derivative in the Ramond point position

There le a special primary Hamonfi state (F.amond vacuu'
>c
 о of. /

с
dimension L - ~ ;

0 0 16

which хв degenerate on th& first level and satisfies
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= 0 (45)

This state is a "coordinate deformation" of the °usual vacuum

state and (45) reflects its translational invariance in the

uniformizing coordinate system. The partition function of the

theory on the double-fold covering in our approach is interpreted

as a correlation function of Ramond vacuum fields

Z(x
lt
...x

2n
) = <o'U

1
)...o'(x

2n
)> (46)

Not/ turn to minimal models. Because of the algebra

isomorphism mentioned above one need not to reanalyze the

degeneration problem in the Samond sector. It cam be simply

written down from the Kac spectrum

с c-1 <«+••*.»>
2

Vn* it
+
 U • — 5 — ' J

where the parameters a
+
 are in usual relation with с (not c)

Vl^c ± V25-c

(48)
+

У24
If с corresponds to the minimal model spectrum (1), in the Ramond

vacuum module there are extra null-vectors, other then (45).

Taking again the theory Л{2/5) one finds

( К
-Г it

 K
-2

)a =
 °
 {49)

which is not anything but the vacuum null-vector (9). Now it has

the form of the following equation of motion for the field a:

9
2
a - | To- = 0 (50)

Note that eq.(50" is of the usual form of equation for the second

level degenerate field [1]. One readily writes down the system of

second order differential equations for the partition function

(46):
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*
2

Ч Ч""
1
 I II ~Ш ft I I

(51)

The situation in other minimal models is 1- pleasant. For

example, equations (11) and (12) are now rewn ..a at;

(256 K^-264 K^K^+IOS K_
3
+93 K ^ j ) * • 0 (52)

for ЛЦЗ/4) and

(196 K^-77 K
-1
K_

2
+29 K_

3
-7 K?

3 / 2
>o = 0 (53)

2
for JH{2/7). The trouble is with the tern К , ,,<?, which has not

straightforward translation to differential operators, acting on

the partition function. We shall show that the problen can be

circumvented in the case of g = 2, i.e. the surface with no more

then six ramification points.

Let Z(x,,...x,) be the six-point correlation function (46).

Our purpose is to rewrite the correlation function Г(х„, x,) =

2 1 6

<K -/„«'(х, )о{хЛ.. .<y(x )> as a differential operator applied to
Z. Consider the state К , ,,с. One finds the following operator

product expansion

c<y(0) &r(0) L a 2hl о

^ ^ f O(z
1 / 2

) (54,
2

where 6 is defined in (56). Consider the correlation function

with one field a replaced by К ...с and one $(z) insertion (note

that due to the symmetry of the byperelliptic surface, the

correlation <K ...o-U, )c(x_).. .o4x.)> vanishes). It has the

following general «-dependence

A (x )4(z-x )A (« )+(z-x )
2
A (x )9

—
г
 I ~̂̂

 (55)

(z-x }
J
 n d - »

1 7 2

* i«l



n
where A.. A. and A

2
 are «-independent functions. Comparing the

(z-x)-expansion cf the right hand side of (55) with the

expansion (54) order by order one first finds the A's in terms of

correlation functions containing only "even" lamond fields do and

L jt, and then recovers Г in terms of A's. Note, that would we

take aore then six points in the correlation function, there

would be more A's and we could not solve these relations. In the

six-point case the answer is

2Г(х,

(56)

(1)where operator L' in the r.h.s. acts on the ^(x.) under the

correlation function sign. This results in the following

equations for g - 2 partition functions in the exanples under

consideration

J "
 +
^ i Г

1
? ]

1 l s
* J ~ °

 (58)

where x =х^х.. Merging any pair of points x. in the partition

function one recovers the spectrum of primary field dimensions in

corresponding minimal theories.
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5. Discussion. The examples of the previous sects, have

demonstrated that the VWIs can be written as the closed partial

differential equations on the moduli space. In particular, in the

case of g = 2 hyperelliptic surface, represented as a double-fold

covering, they are of the form of differential equations in the

positions of branching points with rational icients. On the

other hand, when considering the hyperelliptic surface of higher

genus, we have not been able to close these identities to obtain

differential equations of this typo. This seems quite reasonable.

In the g > 2 case the hyperelliptic surfaces form a submanifold

in the moduli space. It is natural to expect that in general the

true differential equations include differentiations in the

transverse to hyperelliptic submanifold directions. This is what

we can see in the calculations on the double-fold covering. For g

> 2 there are odd holomorphic quadratic differentials,

contributing in general to the ©-field correlations, and this is

their contribution that can not be specified in terras of

differentiations with respect to x.. Note that precisely this

contribution "differentiate" the partition function in the

transverse to hyperelliptic submanifold direction.

The theory Л{2/$) is somewhat peculiar in this sense. The

VWI-induced differential equations close within the hyperelliptic

submanifold. Note that the null-vector (47) does not contain

operators К with half-integer n. This means that in this case
-n

the Ramond vacuum с is degenerate as highest weight vector of the

T-generatcd eubalgebra only, without respect of the complete

symmetry algebra. Thus this subalgebra of symmetric in two sheets

conformal transformations is sufficient to completely determine

the holomorphic dependence of the partition function on the

hyperelliptic eubmanifold. Л .natural question arises: is there

any minimal theory suitable for this case? Looking through the

table of central charges (1) one readily finds the theory ЛИ3/10)
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with the central charge -44/5, which is just twice the charge of

Л(2/5). The table of primary field dimensions in this theory is:

2

0

49/40

-11/40

3/5

-2/5

1/8

-3/8

-1/5

-1/5

-3/8

1/8

-2/5

3/5

-11/40

49/40

0

2
(56)

This is just the set of T-primary fields one expects for th6

double-fold ЛЦ2/5). In the dimension 2 operator 5,
л
 .. one

recognizes the ©-field. The state $ ш ^

M)
of dimension -11/40 is

just the Ramond vacuum ?. Other Bamond states are of
(1,4)

dimension -3/8 (the "coordinate deformation" of the field p in

the background theory ,11(2/5)}, and fields and

w n
i

c n primary with respect to symmetric
,4) —1/2 (1,4J

subalgebra. The rest fields in the table (56) are single-valued

in в. These are Ф v * i
which is just the field p located on one

of the sheets of the covering, and $. of dimension -2/5. This

is interpreted as two *>-fields on different sheets, "glued"

together at the sane point of the sphere. The field S is the

only d-descendant of $. _., which is primary in symmetric

11/ э)

subalgebra.

As a consequence of this identification, one can writ» down

all the correlation functions of the theory A(2/5) on tn«

hyperelliptic surface from these of the theory .41(3/10} on the

sphere. In particular, fro» the results of ref.[2] one find* tbe

following solution to eqs.(49) in terms of contour integrals:

2
(2/5)

(x
i'- ;

...dt

(57)

...
2g+l 2g+l

2gt2
"'»Т

where the integration is over any aontrivial closed hypersurface

I thank V.A.Pateev for valuable comments.
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